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The relaxation dynamics of hot electrons in the X6 and X7 satellite and upper conduction bands in
GaP was directly measured by femtosecond UV-pump-IR-probe
absorption spectroscopy. From a fit to
the induced IR-absorption spectra the dominant scattering mechanism giving rise to the absorption at
early delay times was determined
to be intervalley scattering of electrons out of the X7 upper
conduction-band valley. For long delay times the dominant scattering mechanism is electron-hole
scattering. Electron transport dynamics of the upper conduction band of GaP has been time resolved.

system is 700 fs. 6 The sample used was a 0.5-mm-thick,
n-type GaP crystal doped with Se at a concentration
of
1017 cm -3. The measurements
were done at room tem-

The relaxation
of hot-electron
distributions
has been
very well characterized
in various semiconductors
by ultrafast spectroscopy.
Relatively
little work has been performed in GaP, since GaAs and Si have been the systems
of choice for study due to their technological
importance
in optical and electronic
applications.
GaP has previously been considered
as a material
for fast mid-IR
photodetection. 1 GaP transport
properties
are now becoming

perature.
Measurements
were made
tion at wavelengths
between
sample

either

_.p,mp=293

nm or

split-off-hole
valence bands to the F 6, central valley of the
first conduction
band by direct absorption.
These photoexcited
electrons
obtained
an average kinetic energy of
_0.8 eV, sufficient for intervalley
scattering
from the F 6

high-field conditions.
In this article, we present an experimental
study of the
intervalley
relaxation
of hot electrons
in the satellite and
upper conduction-band
X6 and X7 valleys in GaP using
time-resolved
UV-pump-IR-probe
absorption
spectroscopy. From the induced absorption
spectra the dominant
scattering
mechanisms,
the transient
mobility,
and the
deformation
potential
for intervalley
scattering
between
the X 6 and X7 valleys were determined
for the hot electrons in the satellite and upper conduction-band
valleys.
In the experiment,
500-fs pump pulses were obtained
from the fundamental
wavelength
(585 nm) or the second
harmonic
(293 nm) of a synchronously
pumped,
modelocked Rhodamine
6G dye laser. The 500-fs, tunable IR
probe pulses were generated
by difference frequency
mixing of the fundamental
pulse with a supercontinuum
pulse generated
in methanol,
and were used to measure
the induced IR absorption.
The pump and probe pulses
were loosely focused onto a 350-#m
aperture
to obtain
uniform
intensities
across the sample.
A fraction
of the
probe pulse was measured
before passing
through
the
sample to be used as a reference
to minimize shot-to-shot
intensity
fluctuations.
The temporal
resolution
of this

valley to both the X6, first conduction-band
satellite valley, and the X7, upper conduction-band
valley as well as
the L6 first conduction-band
valley.
Once electrons
scatter to the satellite valleys they may scatter back and
forth to the F6 valley, scatter between
the satellite valleys, or relax within a given valley by emitting
LO phonons. The effect of these relaxation
processes
and electron
thermalization
is to put a large
(-1020
cm-3)
thermalized
population
of hot electrons
in the X valleys
within the risetime of the induced IR absorption
( < 2 ps).
Subsequent
energy relaxation
occurs,
and the electrons
cool down and are redistributed
among the conductionband valleys by intervalley
scattering
(see the inset of Fig.
1). The weak, time-delayed
IR probe pulse was used to
monitor
the induced
absorption
as a function
of pumpprobe delay time.
The induced
IR-absorption
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spectra

measured

under

UV photoexcitation
at pump-probe
delay times of 2 and
30 ps are displayed
in Fig. 1. The solid lines in Fig. 1 are
a least-squares
fit of the spectra
using a model that includes contributions
to the induced
IR absorption
from
free-carrier
absorption
(FCA) by the photoexcited
elec9629

(15)/9629(5)/$06.00

with

kpump =585 nm. The temporal
behavior
of the electron
population
in the X6 and XT, second conduction-band
valleys was determined
by monitoring
the transient
IRabsorption
changes
due to the photoexcited
free carrier
and due to X 6---_X7 interconduction
band absorption.
The intense UV (293 nm) pump pulse was used to photoexcite
electrons
from the heavy-hole
light-hole,
and

important
for its use in complex alloy structures,
e.g.,
int_xGaxAsyPl_y/InP
heterostructure
las ers2
and
inl_xGaxP/InP
solar cells. 3 Intervalley
scattering
is expected to be one of the dominant
scattering
mechanisms
for hot, high-density
electrons
in bulk and quantum-well
semiconductors,
limiting their role in devices. 4'5 In addition, the upper conduction
band may play an important
role in the transport
properties
of hot, high-density
electrons in these devices and other nanostructures
under
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was photoexcited
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sufficient kinetic energy to undergo intervalley
scattering
to the X 7 valley.
Therefore,
no redistribution
occurs between the X 6 and X 7 valleys.
In the classical
Drude
model, FCA at a particular
wavelength
is related
effective
mass
m*,

to the carrier density N, the carrier
and the carrier
mobility
p, by

aFCA oc N/( m * 2p ).
The
mobility
is
given
by
i.t=e (_')/m
*, where e is the charge of the carrier and
(r)
is the average carrier momentum
relaxation
time. 14
Therefore,
electrons
in different
valleys, with different
effective
masses
and
different
mobilities,
will have
different
free-carrier
absorption
cross
sections.
This
effect has been seen experimentally
as a time-dependent
free-carrier
absorption
due to the intervalley
relaxation
of
electrons
among the different conduction-band
valleys in
GaAs. 15'16 It is expected
that the mobility
of the electrons residing in the upper conduction-band,
XT, valley
will be significantly
reduced due to strong, relatively
unscreened,
intervalley
scattering
to the higher effectivemass X 6 valley. 16 The hole contribution
to FCA is expected to be negligible due to degeneracy
and screening, t6
On the basis of all of the above considerations,
the excess
FCA at early delay times is attributed
to the transient
electron
population
in the upper conduction-band,
X7
valley.
The temporal
behavior
of the electron
population
in
the upper conduction-band,
XT, valley, NT(t), is obtained
directly
from the excess FCA at early delay times t6 by
deconvoluting
transient
FCA due to the X 7 electrons
with the probe-pulse
temporal
profile.
This result
is
shown in Fig. 3. These growth
and decay times of the
transient
electron
population
in the X 7 valley in GaP
have been time resolved.
The X 7 valley electron
population peaks at 2.0 ps, and has a decay time of 4.5 ps.
In the Drude model, the induced FCA is inversely proportional
to the mobility and effective mass of the excited
carriers.
This
classical
theory,
which
predicts
that
CtFCAO c _2,

> 10 pm

has been
accurately.

shown to fit FCA
15 For our range

for wavelengths
of probe wave-

oO

0.12

v--t

o.o8

,r--4
v

Z

•

-5

....

q

,

lengths
it is necessary
to perform
a full quantummechanical
calculation
including
all of the possible
scattering
mechanisms
which contribute
to the mobility,
and then average over the carrier energy distributions.
14
The results of this calculation
will be compared
with the
experimental
FCA magnitude
obtain the transient
mobility
inant scattering
mechanisms

and spectral
dependence
to
of the carriers and the domwhich contribute
to the mo-

bility.
FCA is a second-order
process where a free carrier
in
state k first makes a transition
to a virtual state k' by absorption of a photon, and then makes a transition
to the
final state k" by absorption
or emission
of a phonon
which conserves
crystal momentum,
or by the reverse
process.
sorption

Using second-order
perturbation
coefficient may be written as

O_FCA±

theory

the ab-

4ti#ocV
f d3k d3k"S±f(k)[1--f(k")]
(2_r)6n A 2_o

,
(3)

where

n is the index

of refraction;

A 0 is the amplitude

of

the vector potential
of the probe pulse; Po is the permeability in vacuum;
and _o is the probe photon frequency,
where f (k) and f (k") are the occupation
probabilities
of
the initial and final free carrier
states, respectively.
The
transition
9robability
S± is given by

S±

= _-2_r

where

Hk,,

tnk'kl21nk"k
,h2c02
"12 ] 6(E'--E
k,

is the matrix

element

--hto±htoq

) ,

(4)

of the Hamiltonian

for

phonon
emission (+) or absorption
(--), Hk'k
is the matrix element for photon absorption,
tOq is the phonon frequency with wave vector q, and E and E' are the initial
and final carrier energies, respectively.
Equations
(3) and (4) and the appropriate
scattering
matrix
elements
are used to calculate
the wavelength
dependence
for the possible types of carrier
scattering.
This model
takes into account
the many-valley
and

valley electrons
make the main contributions
to the FCA
at 2 ps. At 30 ps most of the electrons
have relaxed to
the lower-energy
X6 valley, and make the main contribution to FCA for long delay times. At 2 ps the absorption

o.o4

O.00

9631
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multiple-conduction-band
nature
of the band structure.
The scattering
mechanisms
included
were polar-opticalphonon
scattering,
intervalley
deformation-potential
scattering
by zone-edge
LO and LA phonons, intravalley
deformation-potential
scattering
by long-wavelength
LO,
LA, and TA phonons,
and electron-hole
scattering,
which may have an influence on the mobility. 15 The matrix element
for electron-hole
scattering
was obtained
from the matrix element for ionized-impurity
scattering,
with the electron
mass replaced
by the electron-hole
reduced mass.17
The results of this calculation
show that the X 6 and X 7
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FIG. 3. Transient electron population in the X7 valley. NT(t)
(circles) is obtained as explained in the text.

_probe
_ 4.7/_m
due to the X 7 valley electrons
is about
4.1 times that of the absorption
due to the X 6 valley electrons.
This value agrees well with the ratio of the magnitude of the excess absorption
at 2 ps relative to the magnitude of the absorption
at 30 ps for _'probe-- 4.7 pro. The
at
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hole contribution
to the FCA is negligible
due to degeneracy and screening.
The dominant
scattering
mechanisms at 2 ps are intervalley
scattering
of X 7 valley electrons into the X 6 valley, which dominates
the relaxation
of the X 7 valley electrons,
and electron-hole
scattering.
The combination
of these two types of scattering
mechanisms give rise to a X2,s dependence
of the FCA spectrum. It may be noted that polar-optical-phonon
scattering also gives rise to the same wavelength
dependence,
but the magnitude
of the absorption
is much too small
due to strong screening
of this scattering
process by the
high-density
electron-hole
plasma. Is On the other hand,
intervalley
deformation-potential
scattering
is relatively
unscreened.
At 30 ps the dominant
scattering
mechanism is electron-hole
scattering.
Electron-hole
scattering
gives rise to a 3.3.5 dependence
of the FCA spectrum,
in
agreement
with the spectrum
measured
at 30 ps.
The dominant
scattering
mechanism
for the X 7 valley
electron
population,
at 2 ps, was found to be intervalley
scattering
to the X 6 valley by L• and LA phonons.
The
transient
mobility of the X 7 population
can be estimated
from the calculated
intervalley
scattering
rate. The matrix element for the intervalley
scattering
is TM
1 :g -i
I )_i/2p Vogq ]1/2
-_

IHk,,k,]±_Ox6xT[(Nqq..

where
relevant

Nq is the Bose-Einstein
phonons

ty, V is the crystal

with wave

occupation
vector

volume,

,

number

(5)
for the

q, p is the mass densi-

and Dx6x7

is the effective

in-

tervalley deformation
potential.t9
To fit the FCA spectra
at 2 ps, Dx6x7 is treated as an adjustable
parameter.
The
results for the best fit are shown as the dashed line in Fig.
1. The best fit to the data is obtained
for a value of
Dx6xT=3.2
eV/._.
A mobility
of/z=l.4
cm2/Vs
was
obtained

for the X 7 valley

electron

population

at the de-

lay time of 2 ps. For the photoexcited
high-energy,
high-density
electron-hole
plasma generated
in our experiment,
the mobility
of the X 7 valley
electrons
is
significantly
reduced
due
to strong,
relatively
unscreened TM intervalley
scattering
to the higher effectivemass X 6 valley. The intervalley
scattering
rate of X 6 valley electrons
is not as great since few X 6 valley electrons
are energetic
enough to scatter into the XT, F6, or L 6 valleys.
For

longer

delay

times

the

electrons

have

transferred

to the lowest-energy
X 6 valley. The dominant
scattering
mechanism
giving rise to the FCA at these long delay
times is electron-hole
scattering
of holes with electrons
in
the X 6 valley. From the magnitude
of the FCA the mobility of the X 6 valley electrons
is estimated
to be/_ = 5.5
cm2/V s at 30 ps.
The transient
mobility of the electrons
was then calculated by the above procedure
for each delay time that the
absorption
at _.probe=4.7 _m was measured.
The result
of this calculation
is shown in Fig. 4. For the first data
point, the electron mobility is 117 cm2/V s, which is close
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mobility of the electrons

calculated

as ex-

to the steady-state
value of 120 cm2/V s, as quoted in the
literature.
As the population
of the "¥7 valley builds up,
the electron
mobility
rapidly
drops
to a value of 1.4
cm2/V s due to Xv----}X 6 intervalley
scattering.
As the X 7
valley population
decays
and the X7--*X
6 intervalley
scattering
slows down, the mobility recovers to a value of
5.5 cm2/V s, and from this time on the mobility is limited
by electron-hole
scattering
due to the high excitation
density.
The electron
mobility will only slowly increase
to its steady-state
value on the same time scale as
electron-hole
recombination
or carrier diffusion.
In summary,
measurements
of the induced IR (2.5-5.5
#m) absorption,
due to photoexcited
high-energy,
highdensity electrons
in the satellite
and upper conductionband valleys in GaP, were performed.
From a fit to the
IR-absorption
spectra insight into the dynamics
of the relaxation
of the hot electrons
is obtained.
It was determined that at early delay times, -2
ps, the dominant
scattering
mechanisms
are intervalley
scattering
of electrons from the upper conduction-band,
X7 valley to the
lower
conduction-band,
X 6 valley,
and electron-hole
scattering.
The X 7 valley population
is depleted within 5
ps, and for longer times the dominant
scattering
mechanism is electron-hole
scattering
of holes with X 6 valley
electrons.
From the magnitude
of the induced FCA the
XT---_X 6 effective intervalley
scattering
deformation
potential
and the transient
mobility
of the hot electrons
were estimated.
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